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Conquer kitchen clean-up with the new @moen faucet collections @Lowes featuring
Power Clean spray technology
New @moen Edwyn & Lizzy kitchen faucets combine ease of use with superior
transitional styling. Only available @Lowes

New Moen® Faucets at Lowe’s Offer On-Trend
Designs While Minimizing Stress and Mess
EXPANSION INCLUDES STUNNING STYLES WITH INCREASED FUNCTIONALITY

Key Facts
FINISH
Spot Resist™ Stainless
PLATFORM
Pulldown
FLOW RATE
1.5 gpm
AVAILABILITY
Lowe’s
PRICE*
 Edwyn™: $189
 Lizzy™: $239
Edwyn™ Pulldown Kitchen Faucet

North Olmsted, Ohio… Between making dinner, putting away groceries and washing piles of
dirty dishes, the kitchen can get pretty hectic. But, a well-designed kitchen faucet can help
minimize the stress and mess. Available exclusively at Lowe’s, the new Moen® Edwyn™ and
Lizzy™ faucets offer beautiful designs with useful features, perfect for keeping the kitchen clean
and operational.
“The right faucet can transform a kitchen,” said Maribeth Kwasniewski, director of retail
marketing, Moen. “These two new faucet options provide the style and functionality Lowe’s
shoppers are looking to give their spaces… without breaking the bank.”

Edwyn Kitchen Faucet
The transitional Edwyn pulldown faucet offers sleek, versatile sophistication at a great value. Its
two-function spray wand, with rinse and spray modes, makes clean-up simple. A coordinating
soap dispenser offers convenience. Edwyn can be installed as a single-hole mount or with an
optional deck plate for two-, three- or four-hole installations.

Lizzy Kitchen Faucet
The transitionally styled Lizzy pulldown faucet stands out in any kitchen. Its high-arc spout
ensures ease of use when washing dishes or filling large containers, while the two-function
spray wand provides users with flexibility during clean-up. Lizzy can be installed as a one-, two, three- or four-hole mount installation and offers a matching soap dispenser for a fully
coordinated look in the kitchen.

BOTH NEW FAUCETS ALSO FEATURE SEVERAL MOEN INNOVATIONS:
Power Clean™ Spray Technology
Power Clean™ technology provides 50 percent more spray power versus most Moen pulldown
and pullout faucets without the Power Clean technology, while containing splashing and
minimizing mess. Now, users can clean dishes faster while reducing the amount of residual
water in and around the sink. Greater force means faster clean-up with less water used.
Spot Resist™ Finish
Both faucets are available in Moen’s exclusive Spot Resist™ finish, which resists fingerprints
and water spots to maintain the brilliance of the fixture.
Reflex® System
Pullout and pulldown kitchen faucets with the Reflex® system offer a self-retracting spray wand
designed to put itself away, while also providing smooth operation, easy maneuverability and
secure docking.
Each of the new products feature Moen’s limited lifetime warranty** to ensure superior quality.

For more information about the new Edwyn or Lizzy kitchen faucets, visit moen.com or call 1800-BUY-MOEN (1-800-289-6636).
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*Prices are approximate and may vary within regions.
**For complete warranty information, visit moen.com. Important exclusions apply. Warranty only applies to original
purchaser.
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ABOUT MOEN
As the #1 faucet brand in North America, Moen offers a diverse
selection of thoughtfully designed kitchen and bath faucets,
showerheads, accessories, bath safety products, kitchen sinks and
garbage disposals for residential applications – each delivering the
best possible combination of meaningful innovation, useful features,
on-trend styling and lasting value. In addition, Moen® Commercial
offers superior-performing products that can deliver lower lifetime
costs for today's facilities.
Moen is part of Fortune Brands Home & Security, Inc.
(NYSE: FBHS), which creates products and services that help fulfill
the dreams of homeowners and help people feel more secure. The
Company's trusted brands include Moen®, Riobel®, ROHL® and
Perrin & Rowe® under its Global Plumbing Group (GPG), Master
Lock® and Sentry® Safe security products, MasterBrand Cabinets®
and Therma-Tru® entry door systems. Fortune Brands holds market
leadership positions in all of its segments. Fortune Brands is part of
the S&P 500 Index. For more information, please visit
www.FBHS.com.
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